Abstract-Scheduling and Call Admission Control (CAC) in IEEE 802.16 system play a vital role in the performance of the system. The 802.16 standard does not specify any scheduling architecture or CAC. Many proposals assume a bandwidth based CAC which only provides bandwidth guarantee, but cannot fulfill delay and jitter requirements. In this paper, we propose a CAC that ensures QoS guarantee in terms of bandwidth, delay and jitter. We also present a novel method of estimating banwdwidth requirement of variable bit rate application to increase the resource utilization of the system. We present our simulation result to show the effectiveness of bandwidth estimation and better performance over bandwidth based CAC.
I. INTRODUCTION
The IEEE 802.16 standard, Air Interface for Fixed Broadband Wireless Access Systems [1] , has been ratified by IEEE as a Wireless Metropolitan Area Network (WMAN) technology. This technology aims at providing broadband wireless lastmile access in a Metropolitan Area Network (MAN), with performance comparable to traditional cable, DSL, or Ti services. The most widely used Wireless technology, IEEE 802.11, can only be used in a LAN environment because its transmission range can only cover up to few hundred meters. While 802.16 has a transmission range of few kilometers, it also supports Quality of Service (QoS) by providing various service classes and by having high bandwidth. The service classes in 802.16 have been carefully designed to support real time applications like voice and video and non-realtime application like large file transfer. Besides, 802.16 based systems are becoming increasingly more feasible because of ease of deployment in remote areas where wireline connectivity would be prohibitively expensive. Thus, 802.16 network is a very attractive technology for providing integrated voice, video and data services in the last mile.
Different kinds of traffic supported by 802.16 network are classified into one of the following Services:(1) Unsolicited Grant Service (2) Real-time Polling Service (3) NonReal-time Polling Service and (4) Best Effort Service. The standard provides specification for these different services, but does not specify any scheduling architecture. There have been few scheduling architectures reported in the literature for 802.16 network [2] , [3] . In addition to scheduling, Connection Admission Control (CAC) is also a very important part of 802.16 network, since the system is supposed to provide QoS guarantee. Without efficient CAC, 802.16 network will not be able to provide QoS guarantee to realtime applications like voice and video. Though some researchers have suggested implicit conventional bandwidth based CAC (BW-CAC), our study presented here, shows that such simple CAC cannot guarantee QoS to application services. Hence such primitive CAC may make the implementation non-compliant as well as unsuitable for application using different services of 802.16. Therefore, in this paper, we present an efficient CAC algorithm which not only provides bandwidth guarantee, but also ensures QoS guarantees to connections as per their service types. We compare performance of our conventional bandwidth based CAC and show that our CAC performs much better than the bandwidth based CAC.
II. RELATED WORK There have been few proposals presented in the literature to support QoS in IEEE 802.16 networks. A joint bandwidth allocation and CAC for real-time and non-real-time polling services is presented in [4] . Packet level performances (e.g., delay) is used as a cost function which is used in an opimization formulation to allocate bandwidth and accept a new call. Chu et al. proposed a QoS scheduling architecture for the MAC protocol in 802.16 networks [5] . It is based on priority scheduling and dynamic bandwidth allocation. They have chosen Grant Per Subscriber Station (GPSS) mode for bandwidth grants. Though they proposed an architecture, the authors have not provided any simulation results that shows the effectiveness of the proposed architecture. In [6] , the authors have proposed an uplink scheduling architecture to support QoS guarantees in terms of delay and bandwidth for both DOCSIS and IEEE 802.16. They have chosen Grant Per Connection (GPC) mode for bandwidth grants. It is a centralized approach wherein all the scheduling decisions are taken at the base station (BS). Authors have claimed the architecture to be simple and capable of supporting diverse QoS requirements for various service flows. No simulation results are presented to show efficiency and performance of the proposed architecture. In [7] , the authors proposed a hierarchical structure for bandwidth allocation to decide whether QoS for a particular connection can be satisfied at the BS. They use a simple admission control mechanism as described in equation(l). Bandwidth allocation is the only QoS criterion used in this architecture. However such scheme may fail to satisfy the QoS requirements for service classes which not only require bandwidth guarantee but also need guarantee in terms of delay and jitter. Authors in [8] report a scheduling and CAC scheme for real time video applications in fixed 802.16 network. A token bucket based uplink packet scheduling and CAC scheme for 802.16 network in presented in [9] . IEEE 802.16 standard [1] [10] . SS uses Bandwidth Request mechanisms to specify Uplink bandwidth requirement to the BS. There are two modes for granting bandwidth requested by SS: GPC and GPSS [1] . The architecture and Admission Control mechanism described in this paper assumes PMP, GPC and TDD mode. In 802.16, a Proceedings of the 2007 15th IEEE Workshop on Local and Metropolitan Area Networks 1-4244-11 00-9/07/$25.00 ©2007 IEEETDD frame has a fixed duration which may take one of the three values: 0.5, 1 or 2 msec. Each frame is divided into a Downlink subframe, and an Uplink subframe. The bandwidth allocated to each of the above subframes can be adaptive. Each subframe consists of an integer number of Physical Slots (PSs), which represents the minimum unit of bandwidth allocation. Each connection is associated with a single data service [1] . Each data service is associated with a set of QoS parameters that quantify aspects of its behavior. 802.16 standard supports four types of services: Unsolicited Grant Service (UGS), Realtime Polling Service (RTPS), Non-real-time Polling Service (NRTPS), and Best Effort (BE). For more details of different modes and services readers are requested to refer to [1] . A. Base Station Architecture Figure 1 depicts our proposed QoS architecture at the base station, that uses GPC mode for granting bandwidth to SSs. Our main goal in designing the architecture is to provide delay and bandwidth guarantees for various applications while still achieving high system Utilization. The architecture supports all types of services specified in IEEE 802.16 standard. Since IEEE 802.16 MAC protocol is connection oriented, any application must establish a connection with the BS as well as associate it to one of the service class types before it can start transmitting data. When a new flow generates/updates its parameters through Dynamic Service Addition, Change or Delete (DSA/DSC/DSD) requests, it sends a message to the BS. The classifier at the BS depending on the type of service request, classifies it into one of the Priority Queues (Priority Order: UGSQueue > RTPSQueue > NRTPSQueue). Best-Effort requests do not go through Admission Control process. If bandwidth is available at the end of each scheduling interval, the scheduler will allocate it to BE traffic.
The Priority Queues (UGS, RTPS, NRTPS) are accessed by the Admission Control module in order to check whether the requested QoS can be guaranteed in the current situation at the BS. If accepted, each connection will be allotted an unique connection identifier (cid) and the Admission control informs the scheduler to allocate bandwidth request slots in the next scheduling interval to that connection (for RTPS and NRTPS connections). SSs look at Uplink Map (UL-MAP) message that contains the information of slot allocation to various SSs. If the connection is accepted by Admission control, the SS will then send its bandwidth request (for Non-UGS connections) which will be classified and directed to the appropriate Priority Queue on the basis of cid. The periodic grant generator ensures allocation of requested data slots for all previously admitted flows in each of the scheduling interval such that QoS guarantees are not violated. The Scheduler looks at the Priority Queues for bandwidth requests of different services and decides on the slot allocation, which is then fed to the Map Generator. The Map Generator generates an UL-MAP message. B. Subscriber Station Architecture Figure 2 depicts the QoS architecture of SS for making bandwidth requests periodically, depending on the service class type. Applications once admitted into the network, are classified into various service class types by the connection classifier at the MAC layer. This results in application data being directed to one of the priority Queues (UGSQueue > RTPSQueue > NRTPSQueue > BEQueue) at SS. Within the Queue, we follow First-come-First-Serve policy. The MAP messages will inform the SSs when to transmit data and when to transmit bandwidth request. The SSs will inform the BS about their bandwidth requirements by making specific bandwidth requests for each connection. We assume that the application informs the SS about its traffic characteristics such as minrate and maxrate. While making DSA, the SS informs the BS about the traffic characteristics that it is going to request in the future. A Bandwidth Estimator Agent (BEA) monitors the queue length of each RTPS and NRTPS connections to estimate the bandwidth requirement of the connection and subsequently make the appropriate bandwidth request for such connections. Details of working of BEA is presented in Section VI.
IV. NOTATIONS AND DEFINITIONS The number of connections in a service class admitted into the network is denoted by Nservice,class Service class can be one of the four services defined in 802.16 i.e. service class C {UGS, RTPS, NRTPS, BE}. For example, NUGS denotes the number of UGS connections in the system. The total number of connections (of all classes) in the system is denoted as N. We denote jth (1 < i < Nservice-class) connection request (received at the BS) of a service class as C,ervice classs The service parameters of a connection are denoted in brackets as given below.
* Figure 3 shows allocation of data slots to a connection. The connection requires 2 data slots (see Figure 3(a) ) in every nominal grant interval (ngi). These two data slots are allocated starting from tgj and moving to the left. This task is done by allocate(no of slots, initial slot, final slot, cid). This routine allocates no of slots starting from final slot from right to left to connection with identifier cid. By allocating the slots from right to left, displacement of allocated slots of existing connections (to make room for new connection) can happen without any constraints. Figure 3 represents the case where a new request arrives with same ngi and tgj which requires one data slot. The previously allocated two data slots (see Figure 3(a) ) are shifted towards the left by one slot to make room for the new connection(see Figure 3(b) ). Our algorithm always allocates slots to the new request such that the new request gets its slots starting from its deadline (tgj) to the left.
In the previous example, the connections' slots were allocated contiguously. But this may not be the case always. If a new request has the same ngi as the previously admitted request but with a different tgj (or with different ngi and tgj) then the allocation of slots may become non-contiguous as shown in Figure 4 . Since tgj of the second connection (see Figure 4 (b)) falls on one of the alloted slots of the first connection (Figure 4(a) ), one slot of the first connection is shifted to the left to make room for the slot required by the 2nd connection. HI(N) . In Line 1, it makes sure that it satisfies the necessary condition: the number of required slots within the npi as per its minrate should be less than or equal to the total number of slots that can actually be accommodated within the npi as per the total bandwidth.. Since the admission decision is based on the minrate of the connection, the connection is admitted if the system can meet the minimum rate of the connection. Note that if the connection requests for more bandwidth than the minrate, the system may not be able to allocate the requested bandwidth, but may only provide minrate (or whatever is available at that time). Once the necessary condition is satisfied, the number of slots needed for making a bandwidth request (called Request Slot) should be found within the tolerated poll jitter (tpj) in every nominal polling intervals (npi) within HI[N] (Line 6). When this is successful, Algorithm 2 finds required number of data slots in each nominal polling interval of HI[N] as per the minrate (Line 18). This is depicted in Figure 5 and Figure 6 . In Figure 5 , allocation of the first connection is shown. There is one Request Slot assigned to the connection at tpj and two data slots assigned at npi. Now, when the second connection arrives, it displaces the allocated Request Slots as well as data slots of first connection to the left ( Figure 6 ). This example assumes that the npi and tpj of the two connections are the same. If they are different, then it may lead to non-contiguous allocation very similar to UGS connections discussed earlier.
This task of slot allocation is done by allocate() routine which has been explained in Section V-C. for j=I to no-of npi do 7:
slots found search(bw request slots,initial slot bw,final slot bw); {I*bw request slots is the number of slots required to make a bandwidth request*/} 8:
if !slots found then Figure 10 shows the monritors the queue lenlgths of each RTPS anld NRTPS flows Flow-Acceptanlce ratio of each class of traffic as the arrival rate at regular inlterval anld calculates the banldwidth requiremenrt inrcreases, whenr each RTPS anrd NRTPS connlectionl is allocated of the flow by mleasurinlg the arrival rate of the traffic over its maxcrazte. Simlilarly, Figure I11 shows 
